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Abstract
We study the problem of minimal triangulation of graphs. One of the ﬁrst algorithms to solve this problem was Lex M, which
was presented in 1976. A new algorithm, and a simpliﬁcation of Lex M called MCS-M, was presented in 2002. In this paper we
compare these two algorithms and show that they produce the same set of triangulations, answering an open question mentioned by
the authors of MCS-M.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Graph theory has several important problems that involve creating a chordal supergraph from a given graph by
adding a set of edges. The set of added edges is called ﬁll, and the chordal supergraph is called a triangulation of the
given graph. Different goals may be desired; one is to introduce as few new edges as possible (called minimum ﬁll),
and another is to create a triangulation such that the largest clique is as small as possible, which corresponds to the
treewidth of the graph. Both of these problems are NP-hard [1,13].
Minimal ﬁll, also called minimal triangulation, is the problem of adding an inclusion minimal set of ﬁll edges. There
exist several practical algorithms that solve this problem [2,4–7,9,11,12]. Sinceminimumﬁll is hard to compute,minimal
ﬁll may be used as an alternative, even though the difference in the number of ﬁll edges may be quite large. One of the
algorithms that solve the minimal triangulation problem is Lex M [12], which is a classical algorithm based on a special
breadth ﬁrst search and lexicographic labeling of the vertices. Recently Berry et al. [3] introduced a new algorithm
called MCS-M. This is a simpliﬁcation of Lex M so that cardinality weights are used instead of lexicographic labels.
A triangulation of a graph can also be obtained by using the elimination game [10] algorithm. This algorithm takes a
graph and an ordering of the vertices as input. The ordering of the vertices given to the elimination game is also called
an elimination ordering. This ordering uniquely deﬁnes the set of ﬁll edges for a given graph, but there may be many
different elimination orderings that introduce the same set of ﬁll edges. If an ordering produces a minimal triangulation,
then the ordering is called a minimal elimination ordering (meo).
Both Lex M and MCS-M produce an meo. The user of Lex M and MCS-M can select the last vertex in the ordering,
and may have some choices during the execution of the algorithm. Because of these choices, both algorithms produce a
set of minimal orderings for a given graph. Some of the orderings may only occur in one of the sets, and it follows that
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the number of orderings in each of these sets can be quite different. However, in this paper we show that for every Lex
M ordering, there exists an MCS-M ordering that creates exactly the same ﬁll edges, and for every MCS-M ordering
there exists a Lex M ordering that creates exactly the same ﬁll edges. It follows that Lex M and MCS-M create exactly
the same set of triangulations.
2. Elimination orderings, Lex M, and MCS-M
We consider ﬁnite, simple, undirected and connected graphs. Given a graph G=(V ,E), we denote the number of
vertices as n=|V | and the number of edges as m=|E|. The neighborhood of a vertex u ∈ V is denoted by NG(u)={v
for (u, v) ∈ E}, and NG[u] =NG(u)∪ {u}. In the same way we deﬁne the neighborhood of a set A ⊆ V of vertices by
NG(A) =⋃u∈ANG(u)\A. A sequence v1−v2−· · ·−vk of distinct vertices describes a path if (vi, vi+1) is an edge for
1 i < k. The length of a path is the number of edges in the path.A cycle is deﬁned as a path except that it starts and ends
with the same vertex. If there is an edge between every pair of vertices in a set A ⊆ V , then the set A is called a clique.
Chordal graphs are the family of graphs where every cycle of length greater than three has a chord. A chord is an
edge between two non-consecutive vertices of a cycle. Chordal graphs can be computed from non-chordal graphs by
introducing new edges, called ﬁll edges. This process is called triangulation of a graph. An ordering of V is a function
 : {1, 2, . . . , n} ↔ V , and we use  = [v1, v2, . . . , vn] to denote that (i) = vi for 1 in. Given a graph G and
an ordering  of the vertices in G, the elimination game [10] can be used to obtain a triangulation G+ of the given
graph G. The triangulation is obtained by picking the ﬁrst vertex from the ordering, making its neighborhood into a
clique, and then removing the vertex from the graph. This is repeated until no vertex remains. The ordering  is called
an elimination ordering. The vertex at position i is given by (i), and −1(u) gives us the position of the vertex u in
the ordering. Theorem 2.1 gives a precise description of what edges exist in the resulting graph.
Theorem 2.1 (Rose et al. [12]). Given a graphG=(V ,E) and an elimination ordering  ofG, (y, z) is an edge inG+ if
and only if (y, z)∈E or there exists a path y, x1, x2, . . ., xk, z in G where −1(xi)<min{−1(y), −1(z)}, for 1 ik.
The set of vertices monotonely adjacent to a vertex is the set of higher numbered neighbors, and is deﬁned as follows.
Given a graph G=(V ,E) and an ordering  of the vertices, then madjG+ (z)={w for which (z, w) ∈ E(G+ ), −1(z)<
−1(w)}. Our ﬁrst result, before we continue with minimal triangulations, concerns changes that can be done to
an elimination ordering without altering the resulting triangulation. Our approach is to consider two consecutive
vertices in the ordering, and decide if they can switch places in the ordering without altering the triangulation.
Lemma 2.2. Given a graph G = (V ,E), and an ordering  = [x1, x2, . . . , xk, u, v, xk+3, . . . , xn] of V (G), let
= [x1, x2, . . . , xk, v, u, xk+3, . . . , xn] (u and v are swapped). If (u, v) /∈E(G+ ) then G+ = G+ .
Proof. We want to show that madjG+ (z) = madjG+ (z) for each z ∈ V , since it then follows that G
+
 = G+ . Let
z be any vertex in V \{u, v}. The set of vertices appearing prior to z in  and in  is exactly the same. It follows
from Theorem 2.1 that madjG+ (z) = madjG+ (z) for any z ∈ V \{u, v}. Let us now consider the vertices u and v.
The edge (u, v) /∈E(G+ ), and due to Theorem 2.1, there exists no path from u to v in G that passes through only
vertices from among x1, x2, . . . , xk . We show that madjG+ (u)=madjG+ (u). In order to do this we will show that both
madjG+ (u)\madjG+ (u) and madjG+ (u)\madjG+ (u) are empty sets. Let us ﬁrst on the contrary assume that there exists
a vertex z ∈ madjG+ (u)\madjG+ (u). Then there must exist a path from u to z in G that passes through only vertices
from x1, x2, . . . , xk, v, and this path must contain v, since there does not exist any path in G between u and z that uses
only vertices from x1, x2, . . . , xk , because z /∈madjG+ (u). This gives a contradiction since there exists no path in G
from u to v that only uses vertices from among x1, x2, . . . , xk , and thus no such path between u and z through v can
exist. Now let us on the contrary assume that there exists a vertex z ∈ madjG+ (u)\madjG+ (u). This is a contradiction
since there must exist a path from u to z in G that passes through only vertices from x1, x2, . . . , xk , but no such path that
passes through only vertices from x1, x2, . . . , xk, v. It follows that madjG+ (u) = madjG+ (u). It remains to show that
madjG+ (v) = madjG+ (v). The proof is the same as the one for u. Let us ﬁrst on the contrary assume that there exists a
vertex z ∈ madjG+ (v)\madjG+ (v). Then there must exist a path from v to z in G that passes through only vertices from
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x1, x2, . . . , xk, u. This path must contain u because there does not exist any path in G that passes through only vertices
from x1, x2, . . . , xk , since z ∈ madjG+ (v)\madjG+ (v). This is a contradiction since there does not exist a path from
u to v in G, which passes through only vertices from x1, x2, . . . , xk . Let us on the contrary assume that there exists a
vertex z ∈ madjG+ (v)\madjG+ (v). This is a contradiction because there must exist a path from v to z in G that passes
through only vertices from x1, x2, . . . , xk , but there must not exist any path in G that passes through only vertices from
x1, x2, . . . , xk, u, since z ∈ madjG+ (v)\madjG+ (v). It follows that madjG+ (v) = madjG+ (v). 
LexMcomputes aminimal elimination ordering given a graph.The elimination order is produced in reverse order, and
in some implementations of Lex M, the highest-numbered vertex in the ordering can be selected arbitrarily by the user.
Each vertex in LexM is assigned a label. This label is a sequence of numbers ordered in decreasing order. LetL(u) be the
label of vertexu, and letLk(u)be the number at position k in the sequenceL(u).The labels can be compared in the follow-
ing way:L(u)=L(v) if |L(u)|=|L(v)| andLi(u)=Li(v) for 1 i |L(u)|. Furthermore,L(u)<L(v) ifLk(u)<Lk(v),
where k is the smallest number such that Lk(u)=Lk(v), or Li(u) = Li(v) for 1 i |L(u)| and |L(u)|<|L(v)|.
Lex M (Rose et al. [12])
input: G = (V ,E).
output: A minimal elimination ordering  and G+ .
begin∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
G+ = G
for all vertices u in G do
L(u) = ∅;
for i = n to 1do⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Let v be one of the unnumbered vertices with largest label;
−1(v) = i;
for each unnumbered vertex u such that there exists a path u=
x0, x1, . . . , xk = v in G, where xj is unnumbered and L(xj )<L(u)
for 0<j <k do⌊
add i to L(u);
add ﬁll edge (v, u) to G+ ;
end
Just as Lex M does, MCS-M produces an elimination ordering in reverse order, and like Lex M the highest-numbered
vertex in the ordering can be selected arbitrarily by the user in some implementations of MCS-M. MCS-M differs from
Lex M by using cardinality weights instead of lexicographic labels. MCS-M basically uses the same approach as Lex
M to search the graph.
MCS-M (Berry et al. [3])
input: G = (V ,E).
output: A minimal elimination ordering  and G+ .
begin∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
G+ = G;
for all vertices u in G do
w(u) = 0;
for i = n to 1do⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Let v be one of the unnumbered vertices with largest weight;
−1(v) = i;
for each unnumbered vertex u such that there exists a path u=
x0, x1, . . . , xk = v in G, where xj is unnumbered and w(xj )<w(u)
for 0<j <k do⌊
w(u) = w(u) + 1;
add ﬁll edge (v, u) to G+ ;
end
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Fig. 1. Let 2 be the starting vertex in the given graph. In this situation Lex M is capable of creating the following set of elimination orderings
[{4, 3, 1, 2}, {4, 1, 3, 2}], while MCS-M is capable of creating the following set of orderings [{4, 3, 1, 2}, {4, 1, 3, 2}, {1, 4, 3, 2}]. Observe that every
one of these orderings is a perfect elimination ordering (peo) [8] for the given graph.
Both Lex M and MCS-M may provide the user with choices from the set of unnumbered vertices with largest label
or weight, respectively. These choices are not necessarily the same for the two algorithms. In Fig. 1, there is an example
where Lex M and MCS-M do not have the same choices.
To make it easier to discuss Lex M and MCS-M we give an exact description of the label and weight for each vertex
at each step of the algorithm. Let Lz−(x) be the label of vertex x in Lex M right before z has been assigned the number
−1(z), and let Lz+(x) be the label of x right after z has been assigned the number −1(z) and Lex M has added this
number to the labels described by Lex M. Lemma 2.3 describes how the relationship between labels changes as the
algorithm proceeds.
Lemma 2.3 (Rose et al. [12]). Let G= (V ,E) be a graph, and let u, v be vertices of G. If L(i)−(v)<L(i)−(u), then
L(j)−(v)<L(j)−(u) for all 1j i.
For MCS-M we do the same, let wz−(x) be the weight of vertex x in MCS-M right before z has been assigned the
number −1(z), and let wz+(x) be the weight of x right after z has been assigned the number −1(z) and MCS-M has
used z to increase the weight of other vertices as described by MCS-M. Given a set A ⊆ V of vertices, then hWz−(A)
is the set of vertices in A with the highest weight assigned by MCS-M right before z has been assigned a number, and
hLz−(A) is the set of vertices in A with the largest labels assigned by Lex M right before z has been assigned a number.
3. Labeling in Lex M
Lex M and MCS-M do a quite similar search along paths of unnumbered vertices, and use this to ﬁnd the set of
vertices of which they change the labels (resp. weight). An easy observation is that the length of a label in Lex M
increases by exactly one every time Lex M changes it. We will now study the relation between the length and value of
a pair of labels in Lex M, when there is an unnumbered path between the vertices containing the labels.
Lemma 3.1. Assume that there is an unnumbered path x0, x1, . . . , xk in G right before step −1(z) of Lex M,
where k1, u = x0, and v = xk , and let Lz−(xi)Lz−(u) where 0< i <k. Then |Lz−(u)|> |Lz−(v)| if and only
if Lz−(u)>Lz−(v).
Proof. (⇒) Let us ﬁrst on the contrary assume that |Lz−(u)|> |Lz−(v)| and Lz−(u)Lz−(v). Let u′ be a ver-
tex such that −1(u′) is a number in Lz−(u)\Lz−(v), which does exist since |Lz−(u)|> |Lz−(v)|. It follows that
−1(u′)> −1(z) since −1(u′) ∈ Lz−(u). Let p be the largest number such that 0p<k and −1(u′) ∈ Lu′+(xp).
We will show by contradiction that Lu′−(xp)Lu′−(xi) for p< ik. Let q be the smallest number such that p<qk
andLu′−(xq)>Lu′−(xp). Now we have a path xp, xp+1, . . . , xp+l =xq , whereLu′−(xq)>Lu′−(xj ) for pj <p+ l,
and since −1(u′) ∈ Lu′+(xp) there exists a path from xp to u′ where the labels of all intermediate vertices in the path
are smaller than both the labels of xp and u′. Thus we have a path from xq to u′, where every intermediate vertex has a
smaller label than xq and u′. This is a contradiction since −1(u′) /∈Lu′+(xq). Now we return to our main proof. Since
Lu′−(xp)Lu′−(xi) and −1(u′) /∈Lu′+(xi) for p< ik, while −1(u′) ∈ Lu′+(xp), we have Lu′+(xp)>Lu′+(xi)
for p< ik. It follows from Lemma 2.3 that Lz−(xp)>Lz−(v), where 0p<k, since Lu′+(xp)>Lu′+(v = xk).
Now we have a contradiction since we assumed that Lz−(xi)Lz−(u) where 0< i <k and that Lz−(v)Lz−(u).
(⇐) Let us next on the contrary assume that |Lz−(u)| |Lz−(v)| and Lz−(u)>Lz−(v). Let v′ be a vertex such that
−1(v′) is a number in Lz−(v)\Lz−(u); such a vertex does exist since |Lz−(v)| |Lz−(u)| and Lz−(v)<Lz−(u). It
follows that −1(v′)> −1(z) since −1(v′) ∈ Lz−(v). Let q be the smallest number such that 0<qk and −1(v′) ∈
Lv′+(xq). We will show by contradiction that Lv′−(xq)Lv′−(xi) for 0 i < q. Let p be the largest number such
that 0p<q and Lv′−(xp)>Lv′−(xq). Now we have a path xp, xp+1, . . . , xp+l = xq , where Lv′−(xp)>Lv′−(xj )
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forp<jp + l, and since −1(v′) ∈ Lv′+(xq) there exists a path from xq to v′ where the labels of all intermediate
vertices in the path are smaller than both the labels of xq and v′. Thus we have a path from xp to v′, where every
intermediate vertex has a smaller label than xp and v′. This is a contradiction since −1(v′) /∈Lv′+(xp). Now we return
to our main proof. Since Lv′−(xq)Lv′−(xi) and −1(v′) /∈Lv′+(xi) for 0 i < q, while −1(v′) ∈ Lv′+(xq), we
have Lv′+(xq)>Lv′+(xi) for 0 i < q. It follows from Lemma 2.3 that Lz−(xq)>Lz−(u), where 0<qk, since
Lv′+(xq)>Lv′+(u= x0). Now we have a contradiction since we assumed that Lz−(xi)Lz−(u) where 0< i <k and
that Lz−(u)>Lz−(v). 
Lemma 3.2. Assume that there is an unnumbered path x0, x1, . . . , xk in G right before step −1(z) of Lex M,
where k1, u = x0, and v = xk , and let Lz−(xi)Lz−(u) where 0< i <k. Then |Lz−(u)|< |Lz−(v)| if and only
if Lz−(u)<Lz−(v).
Proof. (⇐) Let us assume that Lz−(u)<Lz−(v) and then prove that |Lz−(u)|< |Lz−(v)|. It follows that Lz−(xi)<
Lz−(v) for 0< i <k since Lz−(u)<Lz−(v). Lemma 3.1 can now be used on the path xk, xk−1, . . . , x0 for k1 where
u = xk, v = x0; thus |Lz−(u)|< |Lz−(v)|.
(⇒) Let us on the contrary assume that |Lz−(u)|< |Lz−(v)| andLz−(u)Lz−(v). Let v′ be a vertex such that −1(v′)
is a number inLz−(v)\Lz−(u); such a vertex does exist since |Lz−(v)|> |Lz−(u)|. It follows that−1(v′)> −1(z) since
−1(v′) ∈ Lz−(v). Let q be the smallest number such that 0<qk and −1(v′) ∈ Lv′+(xq). We will show by contra-
diction thatLv′−(xq)Lv′−(xi) for 0 i < q. Let p be the largest number such that 0p<q andLv′−(xp)>Lv′−(xq).
Now we have a path xp, xp+1, . . . , xp+l = xq , where Lv′−(xp)>Lv′−(xj ) for p<jp + l, and since −1(v′) ∈
Lv′+(xq) there exists a path from xq to v′ where the labels of all intermediate vertices in the path are smaller than both
the labels of xq and v′. Thus we have a path from xp to v′, where every intermediate vertex has a smaller label than xp
and v′. This is a contradiction since −1(v′) /∈Lu′+(xq). Now we return to our main proof. Since Lv′−(xq)Lv′−(xi)
and −1(v′) /∈Lv′+(xi) for 0 i < q, while −1(v′) ∈ Lv′+(xq), we have Lv′+(xq)>Lv′+(xi) for 0 i < q. It follows
fromLemma 2.3 thatLz−(xq)>Lz−(u), where 0<qk, sinceLv′+(xq)>Lv′+(u=x0). Nowwe have a contradiction
since we assumed that Lz−(xi)Lz−(u) where 0< i <k and that Lz−(u)Lz−(v). 
The last case, where |Lz−(u)| = |Lz−(v)| if and only if Lz−(u) = Lz−(v) is now easy to prove. We can sum up the
two previous lemmas as follows.
Lemma 3.3. Assume that there is an unnumbered path x0, x1, . . . , xk in G right before step −1(z) of Lex M, where
k1, u = x0, and v = xk , and let Lz−(xi)Lz−(u) where 0< i <k. Then we have
1. |Lz−(u)|> |Lz−(v)| if and only if Lz−(u)>Lz−(v),
2. |Lz−(u)|< |Lz−(v)| if and only if Lz−(u)<Lz−(v),
3. |Lz−(u)| = |Lz−(v)| if and only if Lz−(u) = Lz−(v).
Proof. The ﬁrst case is Lemma 3.1, while the second case is Lemma 3.2. The third case follows, since no alternatives
are left. 
4. Lex M versus MCS-M
Lex M and MCS-M are not that different when it comes to altering labels and weights. If a vertex z is selected as
the next vertex to be numbered for both algorithms, both Lex M and MCS-M do a search among unnumbered vertices
that can be reached from z. In order to better compare the algorithms, these unnumbered vertices are partitioned into
components.
Deﬁnition 4.1. Let S be the set of numbered vertices, at some step of Lex M or MCS-M on G= (V ,E). Then an unum
component is a connected component of G(V \S).
Deﬁnition 4.2. For any vertex u of G, CCu− (resp. CCu+) denotes the set of unum components of G right before (resp.
after) numbering vertex u.
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In the proof that Lex M and MCS-M create exactly the same set of triangulations, we need some basic results
regarding Lex M, MCS-M, and unum components. First we show that when Lex M or MCS-M processes a vertex in
an unum component C they will only change the labels or weights of vertices contained in C. We then prove that if the
length of the label in Lex M and the weight in MCS-M are the same for every vertex in an unum component C, then
Lex M can choose a vertex z in C as the ﬁrst vertex to be numbered in C if and only if MCS-M can choose z as the ﬁrst
vertex to be numbered in C. Then we prove that, under the same conditions, the length and the weight are still equal
when a vertex in C is processed and the weight for MCS-M and labels for Lex M are updated.
Lemma 4.3. In any execution of Lex M or MCS-M on a graph G, processing a vertex z of G only affects the unum
component of CCz− containing z (i.e. any other unum component of CCz− is still an unum component of CCz+ with
the same labels or weights).
Proof. Let C be an unum component of CCz− not containing z. It is evident that after removal of z, C is still an unum
component of CCz+. No labels or weights are changed in C, since for any vertex v whose label or weight is modiﬁed
when processing z, there is a path of unnumbered vertices between z and v, so that v is in the same unum component
of CCz− as z. 
Lemma 4.4. We consider two executions of Lex M and MCS-M, respectively, on a graph G. Let u and u′ be vertices
of G, and let C be a set of vertices of G such that C is an unum component of G right before processing u (resp. u′) in
the execution of Lex M (resp. MCS-M) and for every vertex v of C, |Lu−(v)| = wu′−(v). Then hLu−(C) = hWu′−(C).
Proof. We want to show that hWu′−(C) ⊆ hLu−(C) and hLu−(C) ⊆ hWu′−(C) and thus hWu′−(C) = hLu−(C).
The ﬁrst step is to prove that hWu′−(C) ⊆ hLu−(C). Let us on the contrary assume that there exists a vertex m ∈
hWu′−(C)\hLu−(C), and let l be any vertex in hLu−(C). The unum component C is connected, and every vertex in
C is unnumbered. Thus there exists an unnumbered path x0, x1, . . . , xk for 0<k |C| − 1, where l = x0,m = xk ,
and xi ∈ C for 0 ik. Then Lu−(xi)Lu−(l) for 0< ik since l ∈ hLu−(C). We have Lu−(l)>Lu−(m) since
l ∈ hLu−(C) and m /∈ hLu−(C). We have wu′−(l)wu′−(m) since m ∈ hWu′−(C). From the premises of the lemma,
we then have that |Lu−(l)| = wu′−(l)wu′−(m) = |Lu−(m)|. It follows that the path x0, x1, . . . , xk is a contradiction
to Lemma 3.3.
Next we want to prove that hLu−(C) ⊆ hWu′−(C), and thus hLu−(C) = hWu′−(C). Let us on the contrary assume
that there exists a vertex l ∈ hLu−(C)\hWu′−(C), and let m be any vertex in hWu′−(C). Then there exists a path
x0, x1, . . . , xk for 0<k |C| − 1, where l = x0,m = xk , and xi ∈ C for 0 ik. We have Lu−(xi)Lu−(l) for
0< ik since l ∈ hLu−(C). We have wu′−(l)<wu′−(m) since l /∈ hWu′−(C) and m ∈ hWu′−(C). Therefore the path
x0, x1, . . . , xk is a contradiction to Lemma 3.3. 
Lemma 4.5. We consider two executions of Lex M and MCS-M, respectively, on a graph G. Let z be a vertex of G, and
let C be a set of vertices of G such that C is an unum component of G right before processing z in both executions and
for every vertex u of C, |Lz−(u)| = wz−(u). Then |Lz+(u)| = wz+(u) for every vertex u of C\{z}.
Proof. Let us on the contrary assume that |Lz+(u)| = wz+(u) for some u ∈ C\{z}. From Lemma 4.3 we know
that z ∈ C if |Lz+(u)| = wz+(u). Two cases are possible. The ﬁrst case is |Lz+(u)| = wz+(u) + 1. There exists
at least one path x0, x1, . . . , xk for k1, where u = x0, z = xk , xi ∈ C, and Lz−(xi)<Lz−(u) for 0< i <k, since
|Lz+(u)| = |Lz−(u)| + 1 and C is an unum component of G containing u right before processing z. Then for every
such path there exists a vertex xj where 0<j <k such that wz−(xj )wz−(u), since wz+(u) = wz−(u). The path
x0, x1, . . . , xj is a contradiction to Lemma 3.3 because (1) Lz−(xi)<Lz−(u = x0) for 0< ij , and speciﬁcally
Lz−(u)>Lz−(xj ), and (2) wz−(u)wz−(xj ) and hence, due to our assumption, |Lz−(u)| |Lz−(xj )|. The second
case is when |Lz+(u)|+1=wz+(u) for some vertex u ∈ C\{z}. Then there has to exist at least one path x0, x1, . . . , xk
for some k1, where u = x0, z = xk , xi ∈ C for 0 ik, and wz−(xi)<wz−(u)wz−(z) for 0< i <k, since
wz+(u) = wz−(u) + 1. Then for every such path there exists a vertex xj for 0<j <k such that Lz−(xj )Lz−(u),
since |Lz+(u)| = |Lz−(u)|. Let j be the smallest number such that Lz−(xj )Lz−(u). The path x0, x1, . . . , xj is a
contradiction to Lemma 3.3 because (1) Lz−(xi)<Lz−(u = x0) for 0< i < j and moreover Lz−(u)Lz−(xj ), and
(2) wz−(u)>wz−(xj ) and hence, due to our assumption, |Lz−(u)|> |Lz−(xj )|. 
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The three previous lemmas are local observations, and require that Lex M and MCS-M have an unum component
consisting of the same vertices, where the weight in MCS-M is equal to the length of the label in Lex M for every
vertex in the unum component. The following deﬁnition will be useful to formalize the fact that both algorithms break
ties in the same way in unum components.
Deﬁnition 4.6. Let G = (V ,E) and  be a mapping from the set of all subsets of V to V , such that if (S) = u then
u ∈ S, for each S ⊆ V . An execution of Lex M (resp. MCS-M) on G is said to be compatible with  if for any vertex
u of G, u = (hLu−(C)) (resp. (hWu−(C))), where C is the unum component of CCu− containing u.
The idea behind  is the following. If S is a set of vertices in Lex M with the highest label belonging to an unum
component, or a set of vertices in MCS-M with the highest weight belonging to an unum component, then (S) is the
vertex that is chosen next among vertices of this unum component.
Note that two different executions of Lex M (resp. MCS-M) on G can be compatible with the same mapping ,
since  tells which vertex to choose next to be numbered in a given unum component, but does not tell in which unum
component to choose the next vertex to be numbered in case some vertices with largest label or weight lie in different
unum components.
Lemma 4.7. We consider two executions of LexMandMCS-M, respectively, on a graphG=(V ,E). If these executions
are compatible with the same mapping  from the set of all subsets of V to V , then they produce the same minimal
triangulation of G.
Proof. We deﬁne the following property P(k).
P(k): for any vertices u and u′ of G and any set C of k vertices of G, if C is an unum component of G right before
processing u (resp. u′) in the execution of Lex M (resp. MCS-M) and for every vertex v of C, |Lu−(v)|=wu′−(v) then,
the ﬁll edges produced when processing the vertices of C are the same in both executions.
It is sufﬁcient to prove that P(k) holds for k = n, since in that case C = V , which is an unum component at the
beginning of both executions with empty labels and null weights, hence the sets of ﬁll edges produced are the same in
both executions.
Let us prove that P(k) holds for k from 1 to n by induction on k.
P(1) is true since the unique vertex of C can produce no ﬁll edge by Lemma 4.3.
We assume that P(k) holds. Let us show that P(k + 1) holds. Let u and u′ be vertices of G, and let C be a set
of k + 1 vertices of G such that C is an unum component of G right before processing u (resp. u′) in the execution
of Lex M (resp. MCS-M) and for every vertex v of C, |Lu−(v)| = wu′−(v). By Lemma 4.3, these conditions are
maintained until a vertex z (resp. z′) of C is numbered for the ﬁrst time, from the moment when u (resp. u′) is about to
be numbered in the execution of Lex M (resp. MCS-M) (possibly z = u or z′ = u′, if u or u′ belongs to C). By Lemma
4.4, hLz−(C) = hWz′−(C), and as both executions are compatible with , z = (hLz−(C)) = (hWz′−(C)) = z′. By
Lemma 4.5, |Lz+(v)| = wz+(v) for every vertex v of C\{z}. So the processing of z modiﬁes the labels or weights of
the same vertices of C in both executions, and since by Lemma 4.3 the labels or weights of the vertices of G\C are
unchanged, the processing of z produces the same ﬁll edges in both executions. Moreover, the new unum components
obtained from C by removing z are the same in both executions. So, by the induction hypothesis on these new unum
components which contain at most k vertices and for which the condition on labels and weights holds after processing z,
we have the ﬁll edges produced whenprocessing the vertices of C\{z} are the same in both executions, which completes
the proof. 
In order to complete the proof that Lex M and MCS-M produce the same set of chordal graphs, two more arguments
are required. The ﬁrst is to show that for any execution of Lex M (resp. MCS-M) there exists a mapping  compatible
with this execution. The second is to show that for any mapping  from the set of all subsets of V to V such that for
any subset S of V , (S) belongs to S, there is an execution of MCS-M (resp. Lex M) compatible with . Then the rest
will follow from Lemma 4.7.
Theorem 4.8. Lex M and MCS-M produce the same minimal triangulations of a given graph G = (V ,E).
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Proof. Observe that for any execution of Lex M on G producing the triangulated graph H there exists a compatible
mapping . This mapping  can simply be constructed as follows: For every vertex z ∈ V set (hLz−(C)) to z, where
C is the unum component in CCz− containing z. Any mapping  which fulﬁlls this requirement will be compatible
with the execution of Lex M producing H. Note that during Lex M, hLz−(C) = hLz′−(C′) for all vertices z = z′ with
z ∈ C and z′ ∈ C′ where C ∈ CCz− and C′ ∈ CCz′−, since the highest numbered of z and z′ does not belong to both
sets. Thus we never consult (S) for the same set S of vertices more than once.
We now consider an execution of MCS-M on G compatible with . Such an execution exists. At each step it is
sufﬁcient to choose an unum component C containing a vertex with the largest weight and to choose (hW(C)) as next
vertex to be numbered. By Lemma 4.7, this execution of MCS-M produces the graph H.
The proof in the other direction is completely symmetric. 
5. Conclusion
Even thoughMCS-MandLexMcancreate different orderings,weprove that they create the same set of triangulations,
and thereby answer an open question given in [3].We show this by deﬁning unum components, which are the connected
subgraphs when the numbered vertices are removed from the graph. Then we show that two executions of Lex M and
MCS-M breaking ties in the same way in unum components compute the same minimal triangulation of the input
graph, so that Lex M and MCS-M compute the same set of minimal triangulations of any graph.
We also observe that each of the unum components can be computed individually since they do not affect each other.
This property could possibly be used to improve the practical running time for both algorithms.
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